Working Wardrobe
With the hot summer months on the horizon it’s time to move the
coats to the back of the wardrobe, dive into block colour
and get the shades out, says Caroline Williams
hese months are
the best for fashion,
with so much variety
and a look of ‘anything
goes’ within the current trends.
Spring and summer looks are both
creative and varied. There is a lot of use
of bold colour, which is cleverly mixed and
matched with different textures and prints.
We are also seeing a strong retro vibe
coming through: think Hawaiian prints
and Miami Vice.
This is the time when we have a variety of
events coming up in the corporate calendar,
including Ascot and Wimbledon, for which
we need to start choosing outfits.
This season dare to be a little different –
there will always be regulations for corporate
events, but you’ll have more fun by mixing it
up a little.
Wear a bright bold colour you would
not normally pick and that is out of your
comfort zone. Everyone suits colour, so
be brave. Buy a pair of coloured retro
sunglasses for an instant look update.
These can be cheap and cheerful, or
expensive and designer. There is an array
at a variety of prices depending on your
budget, so the choice is yours.
Go for a strong print. Whether it is tropical,
floral, or just good old stripes, experiment
with something different in a print. If this is
new to you and somewhat daunting, try it in
a small dose like a scarf or a headband, or
perhaps start with a black and white print.
You’ll be amazed how much the small details
really count and make such a difference to
your overall look.
Invest in a decent blazer as a wardrobe
staple – fresh creams and crisp whites are
ideal for summer. Men should be daring and
opt for a print, perhaps a check or pinstripe in
a colour. A blazer always looks smart and is
perfect for the office too, so an all-round
good buy for the capsule wardrobe. Above all,
don’t be afraid to mix – colour and prints look
fantastic together, especially this season.

Blue square
sunglasses,
Burton, £12
When it comes to shades,
think bold block colours

Black
and white
striped dress,
Very, £25
Make a statement in black
and white stripes; team with
pop colour accessories
for a more modern feel

Caroline Williams is a personal fashion
stylist and MD of De Vallenger Design. For
more information visit devallenger.com,
follow the company on Facebook at
facebook.com/devallenger, or on its
Twitter feed, @devallenger
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Classic monochrome never goes out of style
De Vallenger silk tracksuit trouser, £95
De Vallenger ivory frill sleeve top, £95
Violet Darkling Tarsia necklace, £80
Christian Louboutin Pigalle kid shoes, £425
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Black hole
lace-ups,
Office, £69.99
An über- cool sole adds
the perfect touch of
fashion quirkiness

Orange
sandals,
Next, £35

Show off your perfectly
pedicured feet with
luxe-for-less footwear

Linen blend
windowpane
blazer,
M&S, £149

This linen blazer has a
great print and is practical
for the office too

Marika
Jacket,
Monsoon, £49
This smart jacket will see
you through from day to
evening corporate
events in style

This jacket is the perfect capsule
wardrobe piece for casual cool, when
you want an alternative to a blazer
M&S: leather jacket, £149
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